SWIVEL MIRROR SCREW

FEATURES:
・bolt of steel
・all exposed surfaces are finished antique
・insert has self tapping thread
・thumb screw and insert are zinc die cast with antique brass plating
・comes with threaded insert (see note on installation section)

APPLICATION:
Use for hanging a mirror frame between uprights that have vertical adjustment.

SPECIFICATIONS:

INSTALLATION:
1. Bore a 9/32" hole through the upright.
2. Mark desired location of hole in mirror frame. Normally the hole is 3" to 4" above frame center.
3. Bore a 3/8" hole at marked location.
4. Thread insert into mirror frame hole. Remove insert, place 5 minute epoxy into hole. Remove inserts, place 5 minute epoxy into hole and then reinstall insert into frame.
5. Assemble.
Note: This die was made many years ago and the threading is not compatible with any other inserts.
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